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Azbel'-Kaner cyclotron resonance has been measured in arsenic single crystals at 1.15'K
using a microwave frequency of 24 GHz. The cyclotron effective masses are given as a func-
tion of the direction of the magnetic field for the binary-bisectrix plane and for the binary-
trigonal plane. Data are also given for a third plane whose orientation is not quite the binary-
trigonal plane. The high ~v of the crystals has permitted the measurement of several mass
series which have not been detected in previous cyclotron-resonance experiments, in partic-
ular, the hole-mass series in the binary-bisectrix plane and the low-mass series (0.03~0)
corresponding to the necks of the hole surface. Also, as a result of the much higher sample
quality, previously reported cyclotron masses have been measured more accurately for these
crystal orientations. In addition, quantum oscillations in the surface impedance and cyclotron
resonance were measured in the bisectrix-trigonal plane by tilting the magnetic field out of
the binary-trigonal plane. Neither effect has been previously reported. One set of masses
can be described by three or six nearly prolate spheroids having principal effective masses
my=0. 134mo, m2=0. 140mo, and m3=1. 35mo, each tilted (+84.5+1.5)' from the trigonal axis.
A second set of masses is described by three or six ellipsoids having principal effective
masses m~=0. 146mo, F2=0. 068mo, and ms=0. 0946mo, each tilted (+37.3+1.5)' from the
trigonal axis. These results are in general agreement with previous work. A comparison
with de Haas-van Alphen data indicates that the first set corresponds to electrons (three
ellipsoids) and the second set corresponds to holes (six ellipsoids). A new polishing solu-
tion is also given for each crystallographic plane, as well as a discussion of four methods
for fitting the data.

I. INTRODUCTION

The arsenic or AV crystal structure is common
to the group V elements arsenic, antimony, and

bismuth. Slightly distorted from a cubic lattice,
this structure is rhombohedral and has two atoms
per unit cell. The Brillouin zone for the Av struc-
ture is shown in Fig. 1. There is threefold rota-
tional symmetry about the trigonal (z) axis and two-
fold rotational symmetry about the binary (x) axis.
There are three binary axes, each parallel to the
three I'W lines, and three bisectrix (y) axes. The
planes which contain the trigonal axis and a bisec-
trix axis are mirror planes.

Because of a small overlap of the fifth and sixth
energy bands, these three elements possess metal-
lic properties and are referred to as semimetals.
The density of carriers is of the order of 10' cm
and the number of holes is equal to the number of

electrons.
Until recently, experimental difficulty in growing

large, high-purity, strain-free single crystals
severly limited the experimental investigation of
the transport properties of arsenic. de Haas-van
Alphen measurements by Berlincourt' in 1955 pro-
vided the first experimental data on the Fermi sur-
face (FS) of arsenic. Two sets of carriers were
observed, one having a long period (small cross-
sectional area) and the second having a short period
(large cross-sectional area). Carrier compensation
could not be obtained with only these two carriers.
Later, a third carrier was observed in measure-
ments of the quantum oscillations in the ultrasonic
attenuation ' and geometric resonance. Very ac-
curate measurements of the de Haas-van Alphen
oscillations on larger and higher-quality single
crystals of arsenic by Priestley, Windmiller,
Ketterson, and Eckstein (PWKE)~ provided a con-
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FIG. 1. Brillouin zone for the A7 or arsenic crystal
structure. The three principal axes are shown, as well
as the relevant symmetry points.

siderably more complete description of the FS.
Additional de Haas-van Alphen experiments have

been reported by Vanderkooy and Datars, ' Josephs
and Langenberg, and others. ~' The magnetothermal
effect," the de Haas-Shubnikov effect, "" the
giant quantum oscillations"' in the magnetoacous-
tic attenuation, and the results of optical studies'6'
have yielded additional information concerning the
FS of arsenic. Azbel'-Kaner cyclotron resonance
by Datars and Vanderkooy (DV)'8 and by Ih and
I.angenberg (IL)'~'2o have provided information about
the cyclotron effective masses in arsenic. Addi-
tional experimental investigations include the pres-
sure dependence of the carrier concentration, ' ~

electronic specific-heat capacity, 'M and studies
of the magnetoresistivity tensor. 35

During the period in which these experiments
were performed, several energy-band calculations
were made. The first, using a pseudopotential band

model, was a preliminary investigation by Cohen,
Falicov, and Golin. The results of this calcula-
tion indicated that the metallic behavior of the
group V semimetals could be explained primarily
as the result of the deviation of the crystal struc-
ture from a cubic lattice. A formal energy-band
calculation for arsenic using a pseudopotential
model was made by Falicov and Golin. ' This was
followed by an orthogonalized plane-wave (self-con-
sistent-approach) energy-band calculation by
Golin. 28 In both cases the lack of accurate experi-
mental data prevented an accurate determination of
the FS. A subsequent energy-band calculation was
made by Lin and Falicov using a pseudopotential
model. In this work, the preliminary experimental

data of PWKE were used to accurately determine
the pseudopotential parameters. The results of
this calculation have been highly successful, and
experimental data have strongly supported this
model.

According to the model of Lin and Falicov, the
electrons occupy three approximately ellipsoidal
surfaces with each ellipsoid centered on the point
L in Fig. l. (There are three equivalent points in
the zone corresponding to L and only one is shown. )
One principal axis of each ellipsoid is parallel to a
binary axis. These correspond to the P carriers in
the notation of PWKE. Each ellipsoid is tilted in a
yg plane such that the longer axis lies in the first
quadrant of this plane. According to the model, the
angle between this axis and the z axis is + 80 . (In
this convention, positive angles are measured from
the +z axis toward the +y axis. )

The hole surface, corresponding to the n carriers
of PWKE, is a single, closed, multiply connected
surface centered at the point F. This surface con-
sists of six large identical pockets which are con-
nected by six thin cylindrical necks. The surface
is shown in Fig. 2 and is referred to as the hole
crown. The total volume of the six cylindrical
necks is small in comparison to the volume of a
hole pocket, so that the volume of each hole pocket
is approximately equal to one-half of an electron
"ellipsoid ."

The final data of PWKE disagreed with the band
calculation only in the manner in which the cylindri-
cal necks connect to the larger pockets. PWKE
suggested that the larger pocket be modified by the
addition of a "heel" where the necks connect. This
modification was made necessary due to the inability
to observe an additional set of periods near the
binary axis, as required by the model. The ob-
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FIG. 2. Hole FS of arsenic determined by Lin and
Falicov.
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Consider a constant energy surface in k space
corresyonding to energy E. The intersection of a
plane normal to an external magnetic field 0 with
this surface defines an orbit which corresponds to
a cross-sectional area 8. This area is a function
of the energy E and also of the component of k
parallel to 5, or ks, For a given orbit, ks is a
constant. The cyclotron effective mass is related
to the FS by the following expression33:

Generally, resonance is only observed from those
orbits for which m,* is an extremum with'resyect
to@„,that is, where Bm,*/Sk„—0. If the FS con-
tains a center of inversion, resonance arises only
from central orbits. In these eases, both cyclotron
resonance and the de Haas-van Alyhen effect mea-
sure the properties of the same orbit in k space.

The formal theory of Azbel'-Kaner cyclotron
resonance may be found in Refs. 32-35. The ex-
perimental conditions are the following: In the
anomalous-akin-effect region, a high-frequency
electric field f„anda dc magnetic field 8 are
applied parallel to the metal surface such that 5
is normal to 8„.Azbel '-Kaner cyclotron reso-
nance will be observed if the period T of an electron
orbiting in and out of the skin depth 5 is an integral
number times the period T„ofthe high-frequency
electric field —that is, if

T 0Tgsf (2)

where n is an integer. Since T„=2v/ro„and T
=2m/~, =2v(m,*/H„e), where e is the electronic
charge and H„is the value of the external magnetic
field at resonance, then we have

H» = (d» g m» /8 e (3)

If Bo denotes the maximum value of the magnetic
field for which resonance will occur (Ho= ar„m,*/e),
then resonance will also occur whenever the ex-
ternal magnetic field is equal to Ho/n. The num-

ber of resonant peaks observed exyerimentally, N,
for a given orbit is limited by the collision time ~
of the sample and this is, approximately, NT„.

A plot of the values of 1/H„vs n should yield a
straight line whose slope is 1/Ho. Since u„is
known, m, ,* can then be determined from Ho. Sec-
tion III discusses the methods used to obtain the
best value of Ho. If v, v» 1, the value of the res-
onant field can be taken, with reasonable accuracy,

the bisectrix-trigonal plane, corresponding to one
of the hole orbits. The results of the exyeriment
are presented in Sec. V. In Sec. VI the elliysoidol
model is discussed, and in Sec. VII the results are
discussed and compared with previous work.

II. THEORY

1/H„=(1/H, )s+5. (4)

The general procedure is to plot 1/H„vs s for a
given mass series and to fit these data to Eq. {4)
using a least-squares method. In many cases,
there is little ambiguity in determining which value
of H„corresponds to which integer in the series,
since the amplitude of each resonant peak should
decrease as n increases. There are at least four
methods for fitting the data using a least-squares,
method, since Eq. (4) can be written in several
ways. The four considered are Eq. (4) and the
following three:

H„=(s/H,+5) ',
1/nH» = 1/Ho+ 5/s

1=H„(s/H,+I ) .

(5)

(5)

(7)

Tile least-squares fit fol' Eq. (4) has fhe dis-
advantage of weighting the low-magnetic-field
points more heavily than the high-magnetic-field
points, whereas the latter yoints are usually more
accurate. Consider the case where the total num-
ber of data points N for a mass series is 5 and
assume that H, =H, HB=H/2, H, =H/3, and H4=H/4.
In this case, the value of Ho as given by the least-
squares fit to Eq. (4) is solely determined by H,
and, since this is the lowest field point, it is most
probably the least accurate. The least-squares
fits to Eqs. (5)-(V) give more weight to the high-
field yoints. For these reasons, the data were fit-
ted to each of the four equations using a least-
squares method, and the best value of Ho was taken,
generally, as the average of the values given by the
fits to Eqs. (5)-(V).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Using a procedure similar to that described by
%eisberg and Celmer 6 and by Saunders and
Lawson, the arsenic crystals were grown from
the melt using thick-wall quartz tubing. One-ft
lengths of bubble-free, clear-fused quartz tubing
having the following specifications were used:
wall thickness not less than 3.4 mm; o.d. 28 mm

max; i.d. 18 mm min. One end of the tube was
tapered to a conical point and sealed. 1—,

' in. above
the tip, a constriction was made (i. d. about 2 mm)
and the tube was tapered to help relieve strain due

as the maximum value of the positive peak in the
derivative of the real part of the surface impedance
8 with respect to the external magnetic field, that
is dB/dH.

III. ANALYSIS OF DATA

It is customary to rewrite Eq. (3) to include a
nonzero intercept of the plot 1/H„vs n in order to
take into account the existence of "phase shifts. "

. The general equation has the form
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to the expansion of the arsenic upon solidification.
A second constriction was made about 11 in. from
the tip. The tube was cleaned with hydrofluoric
acid (20%) for 10 min, followed by thorough rinsing
with distilled water. The tube was then treated for
20 min with a solution made from 1 liter of dis-
tilled water and 2 cc of stannous chloride, after
which the tube was again thoroughly rinsed with
distilled water. Finally, the tube was annealed at
1150 C for several hours.

High-purity arsenic (99.9999 at. % purity) in
100-g break-seal. thin-waB quartz ampoules was
obtained from Cominco Products, Inc. The break-
seal ampoule was connected to the thick-wall quartz
tube, a pump-out arm was attached, arid the unit
was evacuated to 10 ' Torr or less and sealed. (A
Pyrex breaker was inserted before the connection
of the two units. ) After opening the break-seal am-
poule, the arsenic was sublimed into the growth
tube. At no time during this process did the arsenic
come into contact with air or (pump) oil vapors.
After the heavy-wall section was sealed and sep-
arated from the thin-waQ section, a heavy quartz
ring was attached to the heavy-mall tube. The final
length of the growth ampoule was between 10 and 12
in.

The ampoule was suspended in the upper portion
of a 24-in. , single-zone, vertical, tubular furnace
with 18-gauge Nichrome V wire. The temperature
was slowly raised to about 830 'C at the center of
the furnace. The upper portion of the furnace was
at least 860 C. The ampoule was lowered at the
rate of 0. 5 in. /h for 16 h, after which the temper-
ature was gradually reduced to room temperature
over a 24-h period. The ampoule was not rotated
at any time.

To remove the crystals after growth, a carbo-
rundum wheel was used to make three slits paral-
lel to the axis of the growth ampoule. A screw-
driver blade was used to pry open the ampoule.

The samples were annealed at 475 'C following
the procedure described by Saunders and Lawson.
Each sample was sealed ineaeuo (10 ' Torr or
less) in a pyrex ampoule about 3 in. long.

In the preparation of two of the crystal ori.enta-
tions, an acid-string saw was used in place of a
spark cutter. The solution used to "cut" the sam-
ples consisted of one part concentrated nitric acid
(V0%) and one part hydrofluoric acid (52% or 48%).

The main disadvantage of using the acid-string
saw is that the resgltant crystal surface is usually
quite jagged. Consequently, a desired surface
orientation of the final sample is difficult to rnain-
tain. For these reasons, a very simple sample
polisher was constructed for polishing the surface
when the sample was aligned on a goniometer.

Efforts were made to find a solution which would
remove surface strain and yield a nice shiny sur-

face free of any etch pits.- The following solutions
were very successful but do not prevent oxidation
of the sample over a period of several hours. Each
solution has a preferential etch parallel to the main
cleavage plane. The samples were immersed in
the solutions using stainless steel tweezers for
about 3 sec, then immediately immersed in dis-
tilled water, followed by a rinse in pure absolute
ethyl alcohol. For the trigonal plane (binary-bi-
sectrix plane) we used 1 part HF (52% or 48%), 2
parts concentrated HNO& (70%), 1 part concentrated
HzSO, (96%), and 1 part glacial acetic acid' (99.8%).
For the remaining two planes, one more part gla-
cial acetic acid was added to the preceding solution.

These solutions proved to be very good polishing
solutions when used in the following manner: A
double thickness of 100% cotton cloth is stretched
tightly over a glass plate which is then placed in a
glass dish. The solution is poured over the cloth
and the sample is then gently rubbed back and forth
across the cloth. For those samples whose sur-
faces contain the z axis, the effect of the preferen-
tial etch parallel to the cleavage plane can be min-
imized, if not totally eliminated, by having the
z axis parallel to the direction of "rubbing. " Fre-
quent replenishing of the solution is necessary to
obtain a nice shiny surface; otherwise a black sur-
face results. The samples were stored in a vacuum
dessicator until needed for the experiments.

Two samples were used for the binary-bisectrix
plane and each was cleaved from a separate boule.
A cylindrical cut perpendicular to the surface of
each sample using an Agietron38 type Al. 5 spark-
erosion machine yielded a disk approximately 18
mm indiameter and 10 mm thick. Each disk was an-
nealed, and Laue patterns taken parallel to the sur-
face normal (z axis) indicated no strain, The use of
a Servomet" spark erosion machine with prelim-
inary samples had resulted in considerable strain.

All attempts to obtain a strain-free bisectrix-
trigonal plane sample were unsuccessful. This was
not due to the inability to grow the crystals, but to
the strain induced by the spark cutter or by the
acid-string saw.

The x' z'-plane sample was the result of the use
of the acid-string saw and has been given this des-
ignation because it is closest to this crystallograph-
ic orientation. The exact orientation is indicated
in Fig. . 5. The +x, +y, . and +z axes correspond
to the binary, bisectrix, and trigonal axes, re-
spectively. The +z axis lies in the y'z' plane as
shown, and the +y' axis is the inward normal to
the surface. The angles g and P were determined
by means of back-reflection Laue patterns and are,
respectively, 11.0 and 1.5 . The uncertainty for
each is 0. 5 . Thus, the surface of the sample
nearly contains the z axis.

The binary-trigonal plane sample was obtained
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+X parallel to the microwave magnetic field.

V. RESULTS

+y

+y

FIG. 5. Orientation of the
x'g'-plane sample. The g
axis is the trigonal axis, x
is the binary axis, and y is
the bisectrix axis. Both x '

and z ' lie in the surface of
the sample, and +y' is the
inward normal to the sample
surface.

+Z

by polishing the other end of the &'s' -plane sam-
ple using the sample polisher. Laue photographs
indicated no sign of strain and the quality of the
data is indicative of the sample quality. The sur-
faces of all samples were flat to within 1 .

Most of the data were taken using a standard
electron- spin-resonance microwave spectrometer"
employing a ferrite circulator in place of the more
conventional magic Tee. The remainder of the data
were taken using a 60 MHz superheterodyne detec-
tion scheme. Standard phase- sensitive detection
techniques were used to detect the variations in the
real part of the surface impedance of the sample.
A resonant-cavity wave-meter was used to deter-
mine the microwave frequency, and an automatic
frequency controller was used to stabilize the out-
put frequency of the klystron. The magnet was a
15-in. model HS-10200 (with model FFC-4 mag-
netic-field regulator) manufactured by Magnion,
having a 2-in. pole gap. The magnetic fieJ.d could
be determined to within 0. 1 6, and the maximum
field attainable was 23400 G. The dc magnetic
field was modulated at 40 Hz. A metal Dewar was

used throughout and all experiments mere per-
formed at 1. 15 'K.

The microwave resonant cavity (two wavelengths)
was made of rectangular coin-silver waveguide and

operated in the TEyoy mode. One end consisted of
a standard cover flange and the coupling plate
which contained the coupling hole (0. 101 in. in
diameter ). An assembly containing a standard
choke flange was silver soldered to the other
end. The sample was attached to a nonmagnetic
gear using Dow Corning Fluid (2 500000 cS vis-
cosity) and the sample was held snugly against the

choke flange by the gear assembly which was

spring loaded to the assembly containing the choke

flange. A pinion gear, operated from the top of
the sample holder, enabled the sample to be ro-
tated against the choke flange. The plane of the

sample was parallel to the plane of the external
magnetic field, with the external magnetic field
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FIG. 6. Cyclotron-resonance effective masses observed
in the binary-bisectrix plane of arsenic.

The results of the cyclotron-resonance data for
the binary-bisectrix plane are shown in Fig. 6. Of
these masses, previous data reported by DV and IL
for this plane include only the three P-mass series.
The masses or mass series denoted by n, n„o.a,
Q3 Q4 6, and e were observed for the first time
in this work by means of cyclotron resonance. The
data for the P-mass series contains considerably
less scatter than the corresponding data of DV and
IL. DV also reported a higher mass series
(m,*=0.5mo) about the x axis. The magnetic field
dependence of the background signal interfered with
the observation of masses greater than about
0.4~ near the x axis. This prevented confirma-
tion of this mass series since the fundamental res-
onance peak could not be distinguished.

An estimate of the co~ can be obtained from the
number of resonance peaks observed in a given
series. For the P-mass series, except near the
binary axis, this ranged from 15 to 18, and, gen-
erally, resonant peaks could be observed as low as
70 G. Within 10' of the binary axis, the number of
peaks for the P, series dropped to 3 or 4. For the
other mass series, the number of peaks was gen-
erally about 5. The amplitudes of the p peaks were
about five times larger than the amplitudes of the
o. peaks. In almost all cases, phase shifts were
negligible.
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FIG. 7. Cyclotron-resonance effective masses observed
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Q3 and P~ series is less than 4%; for these two
series the uncertainty is less than 8%.

Comparison with the data obtained by IL for this
plane and Fig. 7 reveal several diff'rences. First,
IL were not able to follow the n, and na series to
the binary axis. The P;mass series in Fig. 7 is
always higher in mass than was found by IL; how-
ever, the difference is never more than 5%. Also,
the P,-mass series was clearly observed to rise
above the P,-mass series as shown in Fig. 7. At
the binary axis, the effective mass of P, agrees
exactly with that given by the binary-bisectrix
plane sample. In the w'ork of IL, there is about a
2% difference. At the trigonal axis, the effective
mass for the P series is 0. 383mo, which is about
5% higher than the value obtained by IL.

The observed period of the quantum oscillations
along the trigonal axis (this will be discussed more
later) due to one of the hole surfaces agrees to
within 1% of that obtained by PWKE. Also, the data
of PWKE indicate that the y series should be ob-
servable by means of cyclotron resonance at the
z axis since an extremal orbit does exist. At
the trigonal axis, the effective mass should be
0. 028mo. The value determined in this work is
0. 030mo. It is believed that the difference between

The P, series, as shown in Fig. 8, is split for
8 & 15' from the binary axis. At the bisectrix axis,
the difference is 2%. This is similar to the effect
observed by Datars and Vanderkooy ' in their mea-
surements of the cyclotron masses in antimony.
This effect, together with the decrease of the ~ v

of the P, series about the binary axis, can possibly
be attributed to a strong tipping effect.

When the magnetic field was within 6' of the
bisectrix axis, it became impossible to distinguish
the o, ,-mass series due to the merging of the P, —

and P,-mass series, as well as to broadening of the

n2 fundamental. The n3-mass series could not be
followed for more than 16' from the binary axis due
to the considerably larger amplitude of the P3 funda-
mental. The n4-mass series was masked by the

P,-mass series about 12' from the binary axis, and
was not observed for larger angles. The uncer-
tainty for the P-mass series is not more than 4%
generally, and that for the n series is not more
than 8% primarily because of the lower Q7T.

The results for the binary-trigonal plane are
shown in Fig. 7. In this plane, the cov of the n&

and n& series was larger than for the binary-bi-
sectrix plane. The or7 of the P3 series was lower,
and only the fundamental is given. This was also
true of the n, series for angles greater than 20'
from the trigonal axis. The y-mass series was
only observable within 13 of the trigonal axis. The
uncertainty in the masses for all series except the
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PIG. 8. Cyclotron-resonance effective masses observed
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TABLE I. Periods of quantum oscillations observed
in the binary-trigonal plane of arsenic.

Angle from
+s axis

{deg}
Observed periods (10 ~ G ~}

This work PKKE Series

0
1
4

10

20
40
50
90 (+&}

120
130
140
150
160
170
180

~Uncertainty =a 3%.

5.33
5.34
5.49
6.38b

5. 23~

4.43
6.61
6.53

4. 69
5. 17
5. 59
5.71
5.78
5.60
5.33

5.29
5.39
5.64
5. 97
4. 90
4.32
6.70
6.60

4. 71
5.21
5. 54
5.71
5.73
5.61
5.29

Uncertainty = + 10%.

the work of IL and that reported here may be due
to a slight sample misorientation. The agreement
of the masses at the binary axis of both the xz- and
the xy-plane samples, the agreement of the hole
period, and the observation agreement of the a-
mass series at the trigonal axis indicate that the
data reported here for the binary-trigonal plane are
more representative of this plane.

The data for the x'z' plane are shown in Fig. 8.
The mass series P» Pz, and P, are easily iden-
tified by comparison with the data from the xy plane
and the xz plane. Except for those angular inter-
vals where the mass varies rapidly, the co7 of each
of these series was better than 10. The P,-mass
series could not be observed in the angular range
from +23' to about +38' from the x'axis. The Pz-
mass series proved difficult to follow in the range
—40' to —20 from the z' axis. In this case, only
the fundamental resonance peak was observed. The
remaining mass series were easily followed in
some regions, while in other regions they could not
be detected at all. The co~ of these mass series
varied considerably with the direction of the mag-
netic field. For example, the +y of the series
labeled o increased from about 3 to 10 (or more) as
the magnetic field was rotated from —73 to —60'
from the z' axis.

The two high-mass series shown in Fig. 8 could
only be followed for about a 40 interval. While
these two series were also detected at the +x'axis,
the magnetic field dependence of the background
signal prevented the series from being followed in
the region between x' and z '. The ~~ of these two
series was quite low and only the first two res-
onance peaks could be distinguished,

0,5
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0 DATA
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FIG. 9. Comparison of the ellipsoidal fit with the data
for the bisectrix-trigonal plane.

Since the +z axis is tilted only 1.5' into the sur-
face of the sample, it would be expected that the
region about the z' axis should be similar to that
about the z axis. Comparing the results of the
binary-trigonal plane, we find that this is the case
and that quantitative agreement is consistent. Also,
the masses at the +x' axis (or —x'axis) are in good
agreement with those in the xy plane, about 11'
from the x axis.

Subsequent to the data runs on the xz plane, this
sample was mounted on a side-wall microwave
cavity such that the magnetic field could be inclined
to the surface. The angle of inclination was de-
termined by the rotation of the magnet about a ver-
tical axis. The x axis of the sample was parallel
to the vertical axis of rotation, while the zy plane
was parallel to the plane of the magnetic field.
Both the superheterodyne and the circular detec-
tion methods were used, and Azbel'-Kaner-type
cyclotron resonance was observed for all angles
of inclination to the surface. In addition, quantum
oscillations were observed at high fields, and the
periods are given in Table I. The cyclotron-res-
onance data are shown in Fig. 9. It can be readily
seen that the data are incomylete. The (d~ of all
the series decreased rapidly as the field was tilted
and the width of the resonance peaks increased. It
is clear that considerably more work needs to be
done for the case of tilted-field cyclotron res-



TABLE D. Results of the ellipsoidal fit for the &- and
P-mass series.

I i I ~ I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I

P-mass series

5.3047(cos 9 cosII))~+52. 8940(sin8 cos~t)) 2

+5.9450(sing)2+ 9.0563sin8 cosg sing

0 DATA

ELLIPSOIDAL FIT

0& = 7.444
0'g = 0.799
Q3 = 7 ~ 106
0.23= 0.608

mg = 0.134mp

m2 = 1.252mp

m3 = 0.141mp
Im23 t =1.644mp

Tilt angle= (84.5+1.5)'

mg = 0, 134mp
m~2 = 0.140mp
ms= 1.350mp

Oo20—

e& — 6„867
9.644
6.038

0'23 = —6.540

mg =0.146mp

m2 =0.104mp
my= 0. 166mp

Im23 t =0. 153mp

Tf.lt angle = (37.3+ 1)'

6. 867
14,625
1.057

mg = 0. 146mp
m2= 0. 0684mp
ms= 0.946mp

(m~/mo) = 16.462(cos& cosg)2+41. 462(sins cosg)2
+66.225(sing)2+ 89. 818 sin& cosg sing os15—
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FIG. 11. Comparison of the ellipsoidal fit with the data
for the o, -mass series in the binary-bisectrix plane.
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onance. There are considerable differences be-
tween the in-plane data obtained by IL and the tilted-
fie)d data ih Fig. 9. The y-mass series was easily
(see Fig. 4) detected and, within experimental er-
ror, is essentially constant. This was the only
plane in which the quantum oscillations were de-
tected. The corresponding periods observed by
P%KE are also listed in Table I. The osciQations
are primarily due to one particular piece of the Fs,
and this series is labeled a, in accordance with
the notation of PVfKE. Three of the periods ob-
served are due to another portion of the FS(n').
For some angles, the oscillations were visible as
low as 9000 0, but generally the oscillations were
visible between 15000 0 and 20000 G. For the
angular region a 30' about the +y axis, the oscil-
lations could not be detected.

VI. ELLIPSOIDAL MODEL

In the principal-axis system, the energy of an
ellipsoidal energy surface in k space can be written
as

BIN BIS
OIO I ( I i I ~ I i I & I ~ I 1 I

0 4 8 l2 l6 20 24 28
X 8 Y

or

E
2 mi ms m3

FIG. 10. Comparison of the ellipsoidal fit with the data
for the P-mass series in the binary-bisectrix plane.
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The energy of a generally oriented ellipsoidal en-
ergy surface is written as

0.6

or

k~ kg 2k„ky 2k, kg 2k' kg
+ + + + +~1 n2 m3 +12 n13 n 23

(10)
0,5—

~H

~ ~
p

—E L L IPSOIDAL F IT

~ EX PER I MEN T

2

8=2 (n, k„+n2k, +nsk, +2n,2k„k,2 2 2

SRp

+ 2n, 3k„k,+ 2n2, k, kg ), (ll)
O

+

04

where mp is the free-electron mass, k„,k, , and

k, represent the laboratory frame of reference,
and the n' s are referred to as the reciprocal-mass
tensor. Equations (8) and (9) are related to Eqs.
(10) and (ll) by an Eulerian transformation.
Knowledge of the masses given in Eq. (10) makes
possible the determination of the angles of the
transformation to the principal-axis system, and
the masses given in Eq. (8). The cyclotron effec-
tive mass m,* for Eq. (11) is given by

(m,*/ma) '

(nan3 np3 )+~2 (n fans n13 ) + 3 (n1 2 12
2 2 2 2 2 2

+2XqX2(nysn23 n3n12)+2 1 3(n13 23 2 13)

+ 2Ã2X3(n f2n/3 ngn23)) (12)

where &1, &2, and X3 are the direction cosines of
the magnetic field with respect to k„,k„,and k, .

0.3

0.2

01—90' 0 +90—X +Z +X

FIG. 13. Comparison of the ellipsoidal fit with the data
for the P-mass series in the g'g' plane.

That is, H=H(Aq, X2, X,)= H( cos8cosg, sin8cosg,
sing). For an ellipsoidal FS, the external cross-
sectional area S,„,is related to m, by the following

expression:

O
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~ ~ ~
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lt
~~

~ ~ O
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~r
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2 ~

P, I
~ ~ o-cow- ~- ~~

S„,(8, g)= —,E,m,*(8, y).

r ] 1/2
n = (4 539x 10 ') Z3~ —™m~

8l p mp Sl p
(i4)

Knowledge of the anisotropy of S,~ or of the anisot-
ropy of m,* will determine the deviation from an
ellipsoidal model. If the FS is ellipsoidal, knowl-

edge of both will yield the value of the Fermi en-
ergy E~. Both the de Haas-van Alphen and the
de Haas-Shubnikov effects determine S,~ from the
period of the quantum oscillations. If S,„,has the
units cm 2 and E~ has the units of eV, then S,~
=8. 252~10"Ez(m,*/mo). The volume of the ellip-
soid in k space is proportional to the number of
carriers contained within the ellipsoid. If n is the
number of carriers per cubic centimeter per ellip-
soid and if the Fermi energy E~ is expressed in
units of eV, then we have

~ DATA—E LLIPSOI DAL F I T

I I I I I I ! I I I

0 20 40
TRIG

l I I I I I I

60 80

FIG. 12. Comparison of the ellipsoidal fit with the data
for the binary-trigonal plane.

In the case of the semimetals, the first, or prin-
cipal, ellipsoid is given by Eq. (11), and two more
are obtained by the rotation of this ellipsoid about
the z axis by + 120 . The cyclotron effective mass
for each of these three ellipsoids is given by Eq.
(12), Eq. (12) if 8 is replaced by (8+120' ),
and Eq. (12) if 8 is replaced by (8'+240'). Three
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more ellipsoids can be generated by the inversion
of the first three.

Qnly the data for the binary-bisectrix plane and
the binary-trigonal plane were used in the least-
squares fit of Eq. (12) to a three (or six) ellipsoidal
model for each carrier. In the case of the P car-
riers, the xy-plane data was counted twice in order
to weight each plane more equally. The results of
the fit for each carrier are given in Table II. The
tilt angle is the angle between the k, axis and the

k, ' axis. The sign convention of Falicov and
Golin2' has been adopted and a positive tilt angle
means a rotation from the +z axis toward the

+y axis. Thus, for the P-mass series, the 0, ' axis
is nearly aligned with the bisectrix (y) axis. Fig-
ures 10-12 compare the fit with the data for the two

planes. The results of the fit were then used to
calculate the cyclotron effective masses for the x'
z' plane and for the bisectrix-trigonal plane. Fig-
ures 9, 13, and 14 show the comparison of the cal-
culated values with the data.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the binary-bisectrix plane, the fit to the ellip-
soidal model for the P,—, P2-, and P ~-mass series
is very good. The fit for the n, -mass series in this
plane is also very good. For the na- and n, -mass
series, departure from ellipsoidal behavior is evi-
dent. In the binary-trigonal plane the fits for the
n&- and o.,-mass series are very good. The fit for
the n3-mass series begins to deviate from ellip-
soidal behavior about 40' from the trigonal axis.

0.5
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FIG. 14. Comparison of the ellipsoidal fit with the data
for the e-mass series in the g'g' plane.

TABLE III. Comparison of effective masses along
crystallographic axes (in units of mo).

Electrons
Hltx

This work

0.410
0. 152

DV

0.42
0. 15

IL

0.404
0. 150

H II minimum
area

0.242
0. 133
0. 136

0.384

0 137

0.23 0.232
0. 135 0. 130

0.361

0. 129 R 0. 130

Holes
I-I II x

Hlly

Hll ~

H II minimum
area

0.254
0.224
0. 177

0.212

0. 124
0. 030

0. 100

(0.25)
N. O.¹O.

0.24

N. O. b

N. O.
N, O.

0. 122

0 099'

0.26

0. 028

0. 098

Other masses
Hll ~ N. O. 0.50 N. O.

0.338 N. O. N. O.

Calculated from (m&m&)~ for each type of carrier
where m~ and m2 are determined by a least-squares fit
to an ellipsoidal model.

N. O. = not observed.

The fit for the P,-mass series is not good, while
the fits for the P,- and P,-mass series are gener-
ally good. Departure from ellipticity is more evi-
dent in these three mass series.

The agreement with several of the mass series
in the x'z' plane is remarkable when it is remem-
bered that the least-squares fits did not include
these data. In Fig. 13, the two lower-mass series
are in excellent agreement with the fit. This is not
true of the higher-mass series. (This is consistent
with the binary-trigonal plane. ) In Fig. 14 the fit
is very good about the Z' axis, while near the X'
axes all three mass series deviate from ellipsoidal
behavior. However, the ellipsoidal model appears
to be valid over large angular intervals for the two
lower-mass series.

In Fig. 9, the two fits are plotted for comparison
with the tilted-field data for the trigonal-bisectrix
plane. The best agreement seems to be with the
P,-mass series, with partial agreement with the
P2- and P3-mass series. The mass series labeled
n&, n2, and n3 are not consistent with the data.

There is little doubt concerning the identification
of most of the mass series. The three P-mass
series agree with the electrons as predicted by Lin
and Falicov and by PWKE. This is further substan-
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TABLE IV. Comparison of experimental results (electrons).

Effective mass of
the principal ellip-
soid in crystal axes
system (Units of mo)

mi
m2

m3

m23

Cyclotron resonance
This work IL

0. 134 0, 121
1.252 0. 608
0. 141 0. 155
l.664 l.408

Ult ras onlc
atten.

0.120
l. 09
0. 071
0.662

Principal axes
system (uni. ts of mo)

Tilt angle

Fermi. energy

Density per pocket

Reference 3.

0. 134
0. 140
1.350

(+ 84. 5+1.5)

0. 121
0. 138
1.18

(+83.6~2)

0. 163
0.105
2, 11

(+86.4~ 0. 1).

0.190 eV

+ 84'

0. 11
0.038

~*+80o

0.367

tiated by the agreement of the masses reported by
PAYEE (see Table III). The three a-mass series
(labeled a„azand as) correspond to the hole
surface. The mass series labeled y corresponds
to the necks of the hole surface, and the value of
the effective mass is in excellent agreement with

that measured by PiVKE at the trigonal axis. The
two mR88 8erle8 labeled 6' Rnd 5 ln Flg. 6 support,

the results of Miziumski and Lawson. These in-
vestigators observed the presence of two periods
about the binary axis, indicating that the same hole

pocket has two extremal areas. These two periods
should merge into one series as the magnetic field
is rotated toward the bisectrix axis. This behavior
is indicated; however, the actual merging of the
two series could not be detected. PWKE were only
able to detect the-quantum oscillations correspond-
ing to the 5 series. The value of this mass series
at the binary axis is in excellent agreement with

that of P%KE.
These 'two mass series reveal the shape of the e

pockets in the region where the y necks join these
pockets. This is referred to as the "heel." The
conclusion made by Miziumski and Lawson was that
the modification made by P%KE on the "heel" was
not correct and that the original model proposed by

Lin and Falicov is correct. This work substantiates
the results of Miziumski and I awson and, thus,
their conclusion.

According to the results of PWKE, the y series
should split into two series (in the binary-trigonal
plane), corresponding to the six long thin cylindri-
cal necks connecting the a pockets (see Fig. 2).
However, the average of these two series is approx-
imately constant within about 10 of the trigonal
axiS, and the essentially COnStant Value Of the effeC-
tive-mass data could be due to the lnRblllty to re-
solve the two series.

The deviation from ellipsoidal behavior of the
P-mass series can possibly be explained by the el-
lipsoids being "warped" (or S shaped), as proposed
by P%KE.

The deviation from ellipsoidal behavior of the
e-mass series occurs mainly in the region where
the y necks are supposed to join the main pocket,
and this would account for the discrepancies. It
should be rioted, however, that the sha, rp cutoff of
the n series observed by P%KE was not observed
in this work. This is also true of the work of Ih

and Langenberg.
There are several mass series —one in the xy

plane observed in this work, a second mass series

TABLE V. Comparison of experimental iesults (holes).

Effective masses in.

principal axis system
(Unf. ts of mo)

m2 .

m3

Cyclotx an resonance
This work IL

de Haas-van Alphen
(pwEE)

Ultrasonic
atten a

0, 125
0.059

Tilt angle

Fermi energi

.(+37.3+1.5)'

See Table VI

See Table VI

0, 178 eV

3.46&10~9 cm 3

(+37.25 + 0.1)

3.9&10"cm-'

0. 362 eV
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TABLE VI. Calculated Fermi energies.

3273

Holes
H ll~
H lly

H Ilg

Hll~, ~

Hll~, ~

Electrons
H llew

H Ily

H llew

Period
(10 'g)

3.47
2.60
3.912
5.33
2.76
3.10

1.304
4.09
4.72
2.53
l.045

Area
(1O'4 cm-')

2.75
3.67
2. 44
1.79
3.46
3.08

7.33
2. 34
2. 02
3.77
7.46

rn+/mo

0.177
0.212
0 155c
0.124
0.254
0.224

0.410
0.152
0.134
0.242
0.384

b

(eV)

0.188
0.210
0.191
0.175
0.165
0.167

0.217
0.186
0.183
0.189
0.235

n (per
ellipsoid)

(1O"cm-')

3.7
3.21

7 ~ 23
5.80
5.71
5.84
8.16

'PVmE (Bef. 4).
"See Eq. (9).

'Calculated from least-squares fit.
Miziumski and Lawson (Bef. 13).

observed by Datars and Vanderkooy in the same
plane, and two others in the x' z ' plane which do
not appear to fit with the ellipsoidal model of either
surface. The origin of these two series in the x'z'
plane may be related to the series observed by
Datars and Vanderkooy or to the additional series
observed in this work in the binary-bisectrix plane.
It is also possible that these may be part of a third
surface whose existence is partly indicated from
the work of Maltz and Dresselhaus.

The following tables provide a direct comparison
of the results of this work with those of other in-
vestigators. In Table III the effective masses mea-
sured along the crystallographic axes are given.
Tables IV and V compare the results of the ellip-
soidal fits. The tilt angles determined from the
least-squares fits given in Table II are in excellent
agreement with the previous data. In general, the
agreement with the results of the other experimen-
ters is very good.

In Table VI the Fermi energies and the density of
carriers are calculated for ellipsoidal energy sur-
faces. Thus, it-should be expected that poor re-
sults are obtained in the angular region where the
surface(s) deviates from ellipsoidal behavior. On
the other hand, more reliable results may be ex-
pected in the angular region where the surface may
be approximated by an ellipsoid. This is the case
for the electrons when H is parallel to the binary
axis (for the lower-mass series) and when H is
parallel to the bisectrix axis. These give an esti-
mated Fermi energy of about 0. 186 eV and a density
of carriers of about 5. 8x10 cm per ellipsoid.

For the case of the holes, the surface is most

nearly ellipsoidal about the trigonal axis and this
gives an estimated Fermi energy of 0. 175 eV and a
density of carriers of about 3. 2x10' cm per el-
lipsoid.

Comparing these results with those listed for
PWKE and for IL in Tables IV and V the best agree-
ment for the Fermi energies is with PWKE. How-
ever, the values for the density of carriers (per el-
lipsoid) are not in exact agreement with either
work. The ratio of the number of electrons per el-
lipsoid to the number of holes per ellipsoid is the
same for all three works: about 1.8, This is con-
sistent with the model of Lin and Falicov, where
the number of electron ellipsoids is three and the
number of hole ellipsoids is six.

The results of this work, as well as those of
others, can be generally explained in terms of the
original energy-band calculation of Lin and Falicov.
Whether or not the mass series which are still un-
accounted for constitute a new piece of the FS or
are part of the complicated hole crown will require
more investigation.
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